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Statistical literacy is ….

•Ability to read and interpret numbers in
statements, surveys, tables, and graphs

oMass communication, public policy, advertising

•Critical thinking about numbers and statistics used
as evidence in arguments

oAssociation/Correlation Vs. Causation







Statistical literacy is considered a pre- requisite for 

economic literacy 



Enable citizens to engage in meaningful discourse, 
understand what the government is doing, 
participate in decision making and to make 

informed choices 
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• National development is intricately linked

to statistical development

• Boosting Africa’s developmental agenda

will require acquisition of modern

statistical proficiencies and skills by its

population



• African countries need better training in

statistics to produce the needed quality

statistics for evidence-based policy-making

and planning

• Main challenge in producing quality statistical

information is lack of human resources with

up-to-date skills



Measurements in Epidemiology
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Major finding

The 2007–2008 global financial crisis was associated

with a significant increase in LBW, particularly among

infants of non-Portuguese mothers.



Evidence of statistical 
illiteracy and malnutrition in 
Africa



• In 2002, an international survey on reading
graphs and tables of rates and percentages was
conducted by the W. M. Keck Statistical Literacy
Project

• Respondents included US college students,
college teachers worldwide and professional data
analysts in the US and in South Africa

• The survey focused on reading informal statistics
– rates and percentages in tables and graphs.



Main findings

• Students and data analysts need help in
comparing two ratios using ordinary English

• Over 25% of the students and the data analysts
surveyed did not recognize a proper association
between two distinct groups

• The students and data analysts surveyed need
help in seeing the positive value of random
assignment in inferring causal connections from
statistical connections



Challenges of statistical 
training in Africa 



• Over the years, there have been different

initiatives on statistical training in Africa

• Best-known initiative was the Statistical

Training Programme for Africa (STPA),

which United Nation Economic

Commission for Africa implemented with

support from UNDP and other partners

from 1978 to 1993



There are a number of institutions in Africa whose role 

is to provide statistical training services on a regular 

basis 



• The current programmes at training centres
have tended to be theoretical

• In addition, they have not significantly been
opened up to other domains and subjects
such as law, history, political science, etc.



Key problems of the training centres

• Shortages of teaching staff both in terms of
numbers and experience

• Limited fellowships that made it difficult to
get many trainees from outside the host
countries

• Scholastic materials (mainly books and
computers)

• Less than adequate budgetary support from
host Governments

• Space problems



• The linkages between training centres
and the national statistical systems are
generally weak and not formalized

• This is unhealthy as it affects the
relevance of training programmes to
national social and economic challenges.

• It also does not render “live data” readily
available for use in practical courses at
the training centres



• Fellowships for specialized study abroad have

become more and more difficult to obtain

• In most cases fellowship support has come from

various donor-funded projects and this has in

some cases distorted priorities for human

resources development

• Consequently, a continent (home) grown is

required to respond these challenges



Training Young Statisticians for the 

Development of Statistics in Africa

A new approach to training future statisticians for the development of

statistics in Africa is needed.

1.Restructure statistics training programs – mostly at the university level

(pre-employment) and at the workplace (on-the-job training or learning).

2.Creation of SPAPGA (Statistics Partnership among Academia, Private

Sector and Government in Africa) to advance collaboration between the

private sector, government, and academia to improve statistical training

and capacity building in Africa.

3.Extensive curriculum reform to include mentoring and internships as

part of the regular training of young statisticians.





Model for improving 
statistics malnutrition in 
Africa



• We propose a model to improve statistics

malnutrition by targeting our network of

54,000 African faculty members to transmit

statistics knowledge and skills using resources

of the Serageldin Research Methods Library

and organizing short courses

• Resources include powerpoint lectures that

can be used by classroom teachers to teach

their students



50-70% cost saving when instructor based training is 

replaced with E-Learning

E-learning classes are generally 25-60% shorter in 

duration than traditional classes  



167, 133, 676 internet users in Africa - 2012



• Our model will equip young scholars with

modern research tools and statistics

knowledge via Internet

• It is easily accessible, can have wide

coverage on the continent, bridge

language barriers, cost effective with a

great potential for sustainability



During the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa, 

our group created a lecture by summarizing 

scientific facts published by global scientists and 

public health institutions 



• This educational module was prepared in
a day, followed by translation of these
modules into 13 languages in 2 days

• It was then shared with the world, very
rapidly through multiple electronic media
channels, including email, websites, and
social media sites



• Our experience demonstrated the
capacity of Africans to teach Africans
about Ebola and epidemiology

• This can be adapted for the efficient and
effective teaching of statistics and
research methods – That is our vision!



“If people are to become more statistically literate,

they need to be taught to use statistics as evidence

in the arguments encountered in their daily life as

workers, consumers and citizens”
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